
Be prepared for 2022 

• The spiritual climate as well as the national climate will swing wildly

• Be prepared for multiple seasons and changes in the church 

• Seismic shifts naturally will bring with it seismic shifts in the geopolitical realms as 
well 

• Watch China and its alliances as a new world order is pushing to be 
      formed
     - This league will not include America 
     - A sign will be, the UN will begin to shift away from the United States 

• The gathering of the nations has begun 

• Multiple deaths in the leadership of our nation will bring questions but no answers 

Ie: Acts 12:21-23 Herod

Acts 12:24 NLT
“Meanwhile, the word of God continued to spread, and there were many new believers.”

• Kingdom reaches will increase and stir up the anti christ spirit causing a titan clash in 
the Spirit realm

     - Bringing the works of angels into greater light 

• The persecution of the church will rise to the level of public mockery on media 
platforms while perversion will increase in the public eye

• Only outcries from the morally upright will restrain the explosion of perversity 

• The coming declaration of the end of the pandemic will not see the pandemic 
protocols and policies removed 

Leaving confusion and anger, be cautious about how you approach this dilemma. Don’t 
let it draw you away from kingdom living and into the carnal fray. It is the trial run of the 
anti christ spirit

• Swedish company showcases microchip that can download COVID-19 passport 
status

• The enemy will try to cut off the flow of the gospel
      - Through medical systems, travel etc

• Rejection of the gospel message by technology



• Declared to be exclusionary 

• The church is in a remodeling time
     - Tearing down walls that have divided the church
     - Those who participate will see a dynamic moving of the Holy Spirit 
     - Those who resist will grow angry and become like Saul persecuting the authentic         
church

• Streams of religion will flow together with the unrighteous for the sake of unity 

• Be careful where you stand
     - Don’t cling to your American status as your spiritual hope

• The name of Jesus will be evoked for whatever cause So it can be justified 

• Beware how you use His name

• Peace and chaos will reign at the the same time 
     - What will reign in your life

Isaiah 26:3 “God will keep us in perfect peace if our mind is focused on Him”

• Get your faith strong in your weak areas 

• Everyone’s weakness will be exposed 

• Strong personal faith will reap visible rewards 

• Flourish or just finish

• Taking seriously your belief system and how it interacts with you lifestyle is critical in 
the days to come

• Christians are going to question their faith over circumstances that challenge their 
lives

• Your lifestyle must flow with the gospel message

• Watch the Christian world morph into a society comfortable with whatever the world 
presents 

     - Ie. churches in revelations 

• Christianity was never meant to be domesticated but a bold living faith in a living 
God

• Attach yourself to God’s kingdom The only kingdom that never changes



• Long held customs of Christian respect will wane but the respect will be replaced by 
fear and awe of signs and wonders 

• Americans Christians have long enjoyed a respect because of moral laws and lives

John 15:24 
      “If I had not performed miracles in 
      their presence like no one else has done, they would 
      not feel the guilt of their sins. But now, they have 
      seen and hated both me and my Father.” Passion

• Moral respect will give way. To the fear of the Lord 

• Personal fortunes will be spent trying to solve humanities suffering but it will not 
relieve the pain 

Luke 4:18 is the solution 

• Fortunes of the wealthy will not help them as they face physical and mental 
challenges money will not save them from

• Only the power of the gospel will bring deliverance 

• The foolishness of the gospel will begin to look refreshing to a world in chaos

• Rise up because the fight is on “the fight of faith”
     - It’s time to allow the gospel to come to life in our lives by our actions

• Generations will join forces to declare the gospel and release the power of God

• Deborahs will rise up and take a stand and fight the gospel fight of faith

• Balls of fire will come down, seen by many nations producing fear

• The heavens will begin to declare the return of Jesus

Acts 2:19
“I will show wonders in the heavens
above and signs on the earth below,
blood and fire and billows of smoke.”


